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• Throwing animals in together and hoping they'll get along can have 

disastrous consequences. Introducing cats the right way helps to promote 

harmony in a multi-cat home with best interior cat door for your house.

https://petsneedit.com/best-cat-doors/


If you already have one or more cats, bringing home 

a new cat can be a traumatic experience for them –

and for the new arrival. Cats find change extremely 

stressful, and their reactions are unpredictable. 

However, by handling the introduction properly, you 

can increase the likelihood of domestic harmony.



BRINGING A NEW CAT HOME
• Start the new cat off in her own room for at least one day and preferably longer – some cats may require more than a week of separation, depending on prior 

experience. A cat that has lived with other cats in the past will probably adjust more quickly than one that has always lived alone.

• Ideally, your resident cat should have access to your bedroom. The new cat should have her own food and water bowls, toys, litter box and perch in her own area 

of the house or apartment. Your resident cat and the newcomer will be able to smell one another on your hands as you go from room to room, and thus become 

familiar and comfortable with one another’s scent.

• Move the feeding bowls of the two cats a few feet at a time until they are on either side of the door that separates the cats. This will enable them to get used to 

eating together without the anxiety of a visual confrontation, and create a positive association by linking the other cat’s scent with the enjoyment of food. During 

this transition, spend lots of quality time with each of the cats to sooth any anxieties they may be experiencing.



FIRST INTERACTIONS

• Once the cats appear to be comfortable with one another 

on either side of the door, you can try opening the door a 

crack so that they can see one another but not actually 

walk through the door. Some hissing is normal, but if either 

of the cats becomes violent, it’s best to close the door and 

leave them alone in their respective territories for a while 

before trying again.

• If the cats take to one another and show no signs of 

agitation, the door can be opened permanently. However, if 

they’re still not comfortable with each other, you can 

gradually increase the time you hold the door slightly open 

until they show no signs of aggression. Even after the cats 

are interacting without any signs of hostility, the door to 

the new cat’s territory should be kept open so that she 

can escape if she feels threatened. Maintain separate food 

bowls (a comfortable distance apart), as well as a litter box 

for each cat.


